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We are the 
champions!! 

The hairstyle is being 
sported by members of 
One Direction (Harry 
and Liam), and is be-
ing mirrored by many 
other teenage boys. It 
gives your image a hint 
of careless ness without 
making you look messy 
andis proving to be a 
missive hit amongst 
other guys at our school- 
teachers and students 
(ahem Mr Tigh)! 
Another look that boys seem to be opting for this 
season is the wild bedhead hair promoted by X-fac-
tor reject and Celebrity Big Brother finalist Frankie 
Cocozza. In the past, it became a trend as Robert 
Pattison first became popular but now reclaimed 
its fame. Unlike the floppy fringe-in eye, the wild 
bedhead succeeds in giving you an air of utter 
messiness whilst giving your style an edge of rebel-
liousness. 
Last but not least is the subtle look that has been a 
hit for a long time: shortly cut at the sides but long 
at the top of the head. A classic but stylish hairdo, 
this succeeds in providing the wearer with the abil-
ity to pull it off in a number of ways: sophisticated, 
slick or even eye-catchingly unique if stamped with 
a personal feature (e.g. a large contrast in length 
between the two parts of the hair). That is it for our 
page of spring’s recently appraised hairstyles. With 
this numerous variety of trends to choose from, 
you’re bound to have found a fresh new ‘do for this 
season’s fresh new you!  

How much do you spend whilst out shopping for a 
new outfit on the high-street? Well we took a trip 
down to a local Charity shop in Coventry Town. The 
British heart foundation have a range of different 
second hand clothes and accessories which are all 
brilliant quality, and many rare designers. I know 
what you’re thinking- ‘A charity shop really?!’ But 
you’ll never know, unless you visit it. We picked 
out an outfit from the charity shop; not only was it 
cheap, but stylish for spring, and still affordable.
We compared this Charity shop look with Topshop, 
which is a glamorous, urban chic, high street shop 
full of the latest trends and fashion. However the 
down side of this shop is that it is way too over-
priced, for us teenagers.
From Topshop, we found a stripy floral dress, swede 
espadrille shoes and a sky blue nail varnish which 
came to a total of £72, which is incredibly pricey! 
But then, we compared this outfit with a charity 
shop and found a beautiful cerise floral print dress 
with 50’s vintage wedges and a chocolate brown 
plaited belt. The British Heart Foundation outfit 
came to a total of £14.86.
This is a saving of over £58!
The amazing saving can be spent on more great out-
fits. Buying from a Charity shop is environmentally 
friendly and also helps towards a good cause.
Our findings prove that no matter what your budget 
it, you can still purchase a fabulous outfit without 
the expensive price tag!

High-street VS 
Charity

Hottest New Hairstyles 
of spring 2012:

By harpreet, amrita and simran

title which this year went to Shrubland Street 
School, Leamington. 
Many categories are open for schools and staff to 
be nominated in such as ‘Inspirational Teacher’, 
‘Caretaker of the Year’, ‘Healthy Living’, ‘Active 
Community’ and the much anticipated ‘School of 
the Year’ title which this year went to Shrubland 
Street School, Leamington. There are a few more 
categories such as ‘Newspaper/ Website of the Year’ 
which our very own school magazine won the name 
of. Each category consists of two schools that have 
shown skills that would make them worthy candi-
dates of winning. These schools were the ones that 
were invited to the award celebration.
This year, Ms Cooke (who commits her time to aid-
ing us in writing articles for the magazine), three of 
our editors/ writers and I were selected to attend 
the function. As we left at 10:05, we arrived at the 
Transport Museum rather early. After a while, we 
headed to the room were the celebrations were to 
take place. We were extremely privileged to find 
that a luscious red carpet awaited our entrance.  
Before we were allowed into the celebration hall, 
we headed into another room in which we were of-
fered hot and cold drinks. At noon, we headed back 
to the entrance for the celebration hall which was 
surrounded by paparazzi (a.k.a, photographers). As 
we entered the hall, a buzz of exhilaration swept the 
atmosphere. We were allocated a table on the other 
side of the room along with the manager of the 
Lower Precinct and a Coventry Telegraph observer. 
Whilst the other schools settled down, we found out 
that there were goody bags hung onto the back of 
our cushioned chairs. A few minutes later, our host 
(Brody Swain- Touch FM radio presenter) appeared 
on the stage. Firstly, he gave us a few kind words of 
welcome before introducing himself. Then, he told 
us to help ourselves to lunch. After we had finished 
our delicious meal, the first award was presented it 
was in fact for the best school magazine/ website in 
which our school won. We headed up onto the stage 
where I proudly took the trophy from being offered 
it from the manager of Ikea (Ikea were sponsors of 
the best school magazine/ website award). There, 
we were guided to a side of the room where pho-
tographers from the Coventry Telegraph snapped 
a picture of us in our proudest moment. Kerry was 
then interviewed about how it felt for our school 
to win the award to which she answered, “This is a 
very proud moment for us”. 
Finham Lion is indeed the best school magazine in 
Coventry and Warwickshire and therefore we should 
be extremely proud of it. Go Finham Lion!!!

It is official: Finham Park School owns the best 
school magazine in Coventry! This great achieve-
ment was announced at the Coventry Transport 
Museum on Thursday 15th March, 2012 when this 
year’s Coventry Telegraph Schools Award took place. 
The Coventry Telegraph Schools Awards is a yearly 
celebration which congratulates the hard work of 
schools throughout Coventry and Warwickshire. 
Many categories are open for schools and staff to be 
nominated in such as ‘Inspirational Teacher’, ‘Care-
taker of the Year’, ‘Healthy Living’, ‘Active Commu-
nity’ and the much anticipated ‘School of the Year’ 

With the spring days hovering over us, many celebs 
have taken to sporting new hairstyles whilst others 
have stayed with their 2011 trend. Such examples 
are Emeli Sande whose blond quiff has become the 
centre of attention in the celeb world- and ours. This 
article sports many brand new hairstyles for you to 
try out, weather you are looking for a sophisticated 
style or simply want to stand out from the crowd. 
With our range of options, you cannot go wrong!
Girls:
As singer-songwriter and former medical student 
Emeli Sande’s fame has increased, her hair has also 
caught the eye of many other fans. Such example 
is Perry Edwards of the band Little Mix- winners of 
2011’s X-Factor, who was spotted sporting a similar 
‘do on a night out with her band mates. The quiff 
is a simple-but-unique hairstyle which is ideal for 
parties and is an eye-catching style guaranteed to 
attract attention… the right sort! So, why not wear 
this hairstyle the next time you go to a party? 

Another more subtle hair-
style which seems to have 
come back into trend is the 
choppy bob. Sported by 
Katy Perry in a bubble gum 
shade of pink, the choppy 
bob is a simple and easy to 
maintain cut which doesn’t 
require huge efforts to get 
right. 

Finally, the bangs hairstyle has swept the girls 
amongst the nation once again! With Rihanna’s new 
blonde bangs and hair, many girls have begun to 
once again replicate her. Other celebs featuring this 
style include Reese Witherspoon has got her bangs 
back and was seen showing them off on the red car-
pet 3rd Feb. As well as this, Taylor Swift has added a 
smooth full fringe to her luscious blonde locks. Jes-
sie J is also amongst celebs that have bangs, despite 
having had them for over a year. Bangs are perfect 
for those who want to add a side of youth to their 
image and are ideal for people who have an oval 
shaped face. However, those who have very round 
faces should avoid them as they can make your face 
look too much so. Boys:
Unlike women’s, men’s hairstyles can stick in trend 
for years. The most popular hairstyle amongst males 
now is the floppy fringe-in-eye. 

By Anupriya Rajendran



Interview with fashion editor Poppy 
from Bottica.com

‘Boticca is the online boutique for unique jewelry 
and fashion accessories by top emerging designers 
from around the worldin
The marketplace is curated and edited by a team of 
fashion experts, designers, stylists, editors, bloggers 
and collectors, who illustrate the culture, stories and 
inspiration behind the collections on the site.
Boticca was born out of an inspired moment when 
one of our founders discovered a rare find in the 
bustling Medina of Marrakesh, and realized that 
such unique design talent was almost impossible to 
find.
So we created a website that makes it easier and 
more enjoyable for customers to discover high-
quality, distinct jewelry, bags and accessories with a 
meaningful story.
Our team scours the world looking for the very best 
emerging designers and puts them all in one place, 
so that everyone can experience the joy of that rare 
find and discover the unique stories of these fasci-
nating people and their pieces.’

My Interview with poppy who was born and raised 
in london who started as a stylist for Topshop and 
moved into editorial 6 years ago. 
‘As a Fashion Editor I get the best of both worlds: I 
get to make pages and people look pretty and then 
talk about the beautiful pieces I love.’
What did you want to be when you were growing 
up? Did you always want to have a career in the 
fashion industry? I come from a very fashion ori-
entated family. My grandmother worked for Vogue 
Italia and my mother has always been obsessed with 
vintage clothes and fabrics so a career in fashion 
always seemed inevitable really! When I was about 
24 I decided to leave fashion for a year and see what 
else there was out there for me as it was all I had 
been doing since I left university. That phase only 
lasted for about 6 months though as I missed the 
creativity and excitement of fashion too much. 
'My grandmother worked for Vogue Italia'
How is boticca different to any other accessories 
website? Boticca is wildly different as it is not only a 
website solely for emerging design talent but it acts 
as a marketplace for said talent. Each designer gets 
to choose their pricing, upload their images, as if it 
were their own website.

 The team here at Boticca are always on hand to 
help with anything they may need but effectively 
they call the shots and that is unique. 
'Boticca is wildly different'
What advice would 
you give to aspir-
ing fashion editors?  
You won’t get 
anywhere in fash-
ion unless you are 
prepared to work 
hard, and I mean 
work really hard. 
When I started 
in fashion, I was 
working all day 
and then all night 
to put a portfo-
lio together and 
getting paid mini-
mum wage. It was hard and I hated it at times but 
hard work always gets noticed. Another key piece 
of advice is not to give up. You might send out 100 
CVs and call 100 agents but eventually you will get 
somewhere and all your hard work and persever-
ance will be worth it in the end
What are your inspiration recourses? I read a lot of 
blogs like the manrepeller, blonde salad etc and look 
at a lot of street style shots. My husband travels a 
lot for work so the poor thing always comes back 
laden down with fashion magazines at my request. 
I also love talking about films and theatre and art 
with my friends and seeing what they are wearing/
what they are doing style wise. I have a very eclectic 
bunch of friends so that always keeps me on my feet 
fashion wise.
What does your day as boticca’s fashion editor 
involve? My day ranges from writing features for the 
website, doing wonderful interviews such as this, 
interviewing our lovely designers for features on the 
site and writing style pages. The thing I love about 
Boticca is that there is always something new being 
discovered so you are constantly being amazed!
Love Poppy x
Boticca has become a globally recognized website 
featuring in;Vogue,Glamour,InStyle, ELLE and the 
BBC.Not only that, it has been favored by the stars 
including Jessie J, Kate Moss, Cheryl Cole and Pixie 
Lott!

By, Jessica Clarke

Aries :Your personality speaks action why not show this through your clothes! Smartly designed, fitted 
clothes are the way to go and people will see you for your independence.
Taurus: Pastel colours are defiantly in your fashion forecast candyfloss pinks and lavender purples will make 
you look your best.
Leo: Your confident so why not show the dramatic side of you in your clothes! Forget about big comfy 
jumpers head for striking angular shape and sharp cuts when shopping for clothes. Be bold!
Virgo :Perfection and Detail is your thing. Flawless tailoring elegant clothes with intricate detail are what 
you want so why not head out on the high street and hunt for what you want! 
Capricorn: Trusting your instincts is what you should do, classy and dignified is what your clothes should say 
(if they could talk) search for that little black dress that  is perfect for you.
Libra :soft flowing shapes and simple colours suit you best. Avoided frilly fussy clothes when shopping for 
your summer wardrobe!
Pisces: Put your best boot forward! You’re a plan of action type of person so dust of the army boots and 
dress them up with a  pair of shorts for this summers look.
Scorpio: You’re a passionate person why not let this reflect on your fashion! Deep reds and blues are the 
colours that truly express you as a person.
Aquarius: Dont listen to what other people think you like uncniaonventional clothes that suit your distinc-
tive personality take a trip to the wild side when shopping you never know just what you might discover.
Cancer: Sensitive soft but artistic should be what your clothes say about you, slivery subtle but intricate 
designs that have people stopping just to ask were you brought what your wearing form, don’t be afraid to 
try something new!
Gemini: Quirky and fun-loving summer is the perfect time of year for you to truly express yourself through 
fashion bold and bright colours are just the way to do this!
Sagittarius: Sporty and pro active is the best way to keep in shape but this doesn’t mean your fashion has to 
slip go for bright colours to keep your spirits high for a winning style.

fashion horoscopes



Film: Step up 4 out 10th August 2012

Music: Rihanna-Talk That Talk

Album: Rebecca Ferguson:Heaven 
released on December 5th 2011

We’ve all heard or seen the ‘STEP UP’ collection so 
far, and now another movie will be coming to the 
cinemas on August 10th 2012! Step up 4 will have 
new dance moves 
alongside the 
lively background 
of Miami! Emily, 
the daughter of 
wealthy business-
man, arrives in 
Miami with the 
dreams of becom-
ing a well-known 
professional danc-
er, and shortly falls 
in love with Sean, 
a young man who 
leads a dance crew 
of a cutting-edge loud gang. 
The crew called the MOB tries to win a contest-
whichhas keyfunding opportunities involved. But 
soon a problem encounters and their dream of 
dancing becomes fallingdown as Emily’s dad thre-
aens to relocate thousands of people! Emily and 
theMOB need to turn their performance into aprt-
est, and risk their dancing career for the greater 
cause. Will the protest work? 

This album is Rihanna’s 6th studio album, and has 
11 tracks, with 3 bonuses! And I 
for one can vouch for the fact that 
they’re all absolutely amazing!
This album can be bought from 
HMV for £8.99 and is well worth it! 
Rihanna’s vocals throughout it are 
near-flawless and each track is very 
catchy so you just won’t be able to get 
out of your head! If you buy one album 
this month, then make sure it’s this 
one! RiRi is a spectacular artist and…the girl 
can sure sing!I’m not just saying it because Rih is my 
favourite singer, but this album has a beautiful col-
lection of such varying tracks, from upbeat and wild 
to slow and steady, there’s something in there for 
everyone! Although some of the tracks have been 
deemed as racy, well that’s just Rihanna’s style and 
I personally think they’re all amazing songs!I would 
recommend this album to anyone from the age of 
13+, as it can be  sinappropriate for younger listen-
ers. Most of all, I would recommend this album to 
anyone with great taste in music!

Even though this album has been re-
leased for some time now, it still brings 
something special every time! The 
X-factor finalist with the big soulful 
voice, Rebecca Ferguson created her 
first album after becoming a runner-
up on the hit talent show X-factor.                                                                                                 
The album has harmonious tracks 
which have a hint of Jazz classics. 
Horns and strings swirl and mix to-
gether creating a hip but subtle tune.     

Overall the album is ripe with soothing songs that 
you could listen to everyday to lighten the mood

Flexi DayReviews
Film: Battleship out 11th April 2012
Starring:
• Liam Neeson
• Taylor Kitsch
• Tadanobu Asano
• Jesse Plemons
• Alexander Skarsgard
• Brooklyn Decker
• Josh Pence
• Rihanna

Plot: A fleet of ships is forced to do battle with an 
armada they don’t even know anything about! Their 
aim is to discover and thwart their destructive goals. 
All they know is that these things (whatever they 
are) want to kill them and if they don’t do some-
thing about it-and fast-then they will most certainly 
and definitely succeed.

London trip
By monica basi

On 1st February 2012, children from year 8 and 9 
also including some year 11’s and 6th formers went 
on a trip to London for flexi day!
When they went London, there journey was by 
coach. As they reached London they’re first stop 
was Oxford Street- shopping, 2 hours of it! Once 
they had finished shopping and went back to the 
meeting point, they’re next destination was visiting/
seeing the Olympic Stadium as its holding place in 
the UK- London. “The Olympic Stadium was amaz-
ing” as some people who went on the trip said. At 
the Olympic Stadium they had 2 hour workshop 
learning a bit more about the Stadium- such as what 
was there before, how it’s going to affect our coun-
try… They learnt quite a lot after that work shop. 
When there workshop finished it was time to head 
to the London Eye! They reached to the last destina-
tion of the trip- the London Eye. “This is really amaz-
ing  getting a chance to go onto it” a group of girls 
said. “The view is particularly amazing!” everyone 
was saying. They had the experience on the London 
eye with a person who works there, giving them 
information when they were on it.
It all seems like a really good trip that held place- all 
thanks to Finham Park School, Mrs Jones, Teachers 
and also the kids.

By, Anupriya Rajendran, Caran Jo-
hal and Jenna Jagatia.
Wednesday the 1st of February as we all know was 
our Finham Park School ‘Flexi Day’. The day con-
sisted of all the students participating in activities 
regarding sports and the upcoming 2012 Olym-
pics which, as we all know, are to be hosted in our 
country’s capital city of London!  Our day brought 
to life the Olympic values that are extremely impor-
tant, belonging to the term ‘fredice’. This stands for 
friendship, respect, equality, determination, inspira-
tion, courage and excellence- very important factors 
of our everyday life!

For one whole day, our timetables were collapsed 
and rearranged with new and exciting activities for 
us to take part in. We were allowed to wear non-
uniform and were introduced to workshops regard-
ing the Olympics which involved departments such 
as media, design, technology, arts & crafts, PE, zum-
ba and even gardening! We were very fortunate to 
have professionals from other companies come into 
our school such as martial arts teachers. Famous 
Olympic athlete David Moorcroft also visited, as did 
Mark Wood, previous student of Finham Park and 
current explorer.  Mr Gunn’s radio group for the day 
produced a full hour radio show regarding the Ol-
ympics which was entered into a young people’s art 
competition. Some people took part in wheelchair 
basketball whilst others were involved in artistic 
sculpture and poster workshops. Media also sorted 
out a day of students creating a magazine entirely 
about Flexi Day. Different people managed differ-
ent articles. However, their writing skills weren’t the 
only ones coming into use. They also took photo-
graphs and edited stories for the magazine. Foot 
massages, trampolining, and cooking were other 
examples of events that students participated in. 
Ms Jones, who organised the day, told us what she 
thought about the day. ‘It has taken five months to 
plan the events, starting in September 2011’, she 

said, ‘I have had a fantastic day and staff and stu-
dents have worked hard to make the day a success...
Inspiration could be seen in the fact that students 
were given opportunities to be inspired through tak-
ing part in different workshops in order to learn new 
skills. They also illustrated determination to try new 
things.’ 
Some pupils from a variety of year groups also went 
on trips. Some of these trips included the London 
visit to see the Olympic Stadium and other famous 
sights, ice skating and a visit to France. Pupils who 
were part of the London trip were thoroughly en-
joyed being given the opportunity to visit the heart 
of the 2012 Olympics.
With the school buzzing with numerous activities, 
anticipation for the upcoming Olympics was overly 
present in the atmosphere and very unable to miss. 
The Olympic spirit took us over as we immersed our-
selves to the fun day that we had. However, the day 
would have been impossible to plan and produce if 
it weren’t for the staff and visitors than committed 
their time to making our day the success it ended up 
being. Thank you!



finhampark.co.uk
twitter.com/FinhamPark
finhampark.co.uk/radio

reatfinhampark.blogspot.com

Chocolate
Are your taste buds waiting for chocolate.. Here are some interesting things about chocolate!
Easter is coming up soon and the more expensive Easter egg does not mean the tastier. We will tell you a 
little bit about the difference between cheap and expensive chocolate.
Hershey’s chocolate is the best-selling chocolate bar in the world.  
Here are some interesting facts on chocolate
– people spend £4 billion on chocolate a year
– Chocolate contains over 300 mineral properties that are   beneficial to your health
– Eating chocolate gives you the same feeling as falling in love.
– Chocolate can be deadly for dogs.
– Milk chocolate is the most preferred type of chocolate, however 
dark chocolate is especially popular among men.
Here are some jokes to humour you up:
Mum: Fred, there were two chocolate cakes in the larder yesterday, and 
now there’s only one,why?
Fred: I didn’t know. It must have been so dark I didn’t see the other one.
A young girl was at the dentist for a check-up. The dentist examined all her 
teeth. Finally he announced crossly ‘young lady’, you’ve been eating far 
too many sweet things, several of your teeth need fillings.
“oh goody!” She replied happily. “Can I have chocolate filling please?”

Chocolate tasting
You can tell the difference between cheaper and expensive chocolate.
Expensive chocolate has more taste and is creamier also it has more texture.
Cheaper chocolate is quite dry and are very sweet, but not all cheap chocolate tastes like that you don’t 
have to buy the most expensive chocolate for it to be tasty some taste very similar but some are not that 
nice.

Sport relief special
Sports relief are a charity who makes a difference by fundraising to help change the lives across the UK and 
world’s poorest countries. On the 23rd March 2012 Finham Park came into school dressed up in sporty 
outfits in order to raise money for Sports relief. Each student donated £1 or more towards this great cause. 
Students, Sixth formers and teachers all got themselves involved with the event. Many students dressed 
up as golfers, others wore dancing outfits, and some dressed up as cyclists and runners. Leggings were very 
popular within the girls this year, and they definitely had the sporty look. Similarly, the majority of boys, on 
sports relief were wearing chinos complimented with a polo shirt. They definitely looked fashionable; at 
the same time, professional golfers! During the school day, many events took place including a year 7 run 
around the field helping to raise more money.


